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In the aftermath of the horrific
shootings in Newtown,
Connecticut, we began to hear
stories of heroes. The teachers and
staff of Sandy Hook were praised
for their heroism in protecting
the children, some at the cost of
their own lives. I know that the
news of these events has more
than touched the hearts of teachers
everywhere--it slammed into mine.
One of my colleagues observed
that while the families of the fallen
heroes might be slightly comforted
by the tales others could tell of
their bravery, that the families of
the two or three slain teachers who
had not been seen by survivors
had no stories to hold. There’s
no doubt in my mind that those
teachers were also brave in trying
to save their students--but no one
saw them. Does that make them
less heroic?
In the same week, I received a
visit from a former student who
had difficulties while in middle
school. He was a talented pianist
and very bright kid, but struggled
socially. He now is a sophomore
in college, studying pre-med. He
is personable and confident--and
just wanted to let me know that
he’s doing well. I also received a
note from a young woman who is
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a teacher in my district, who also
is a former student. She wrote
beautifully of the impact I had had
on her when she was in seventh
grade. I had no idea! Finally,
an eighth grader enrolled at our
school. She had been there in
sixth and seventh grade, and was
a very troubled young lady who
was sent to live with her mother in
May. She came back to live with
her father, and was signing up for
chorus again. Her dad told me
that on the drive back from her
mom’s, he asked her who she was
looking forward to seeing again.
She said, “Mrs. Best.” Now, I had
been strict with this girl, and had
many “go-rounds” with her about
her behavior. Never in a million
years did I think that she would
want to see me again!
The moral of the stories here, I
think, is that (thank goodness) we
teachers do not need catastrophic
events to be heroes to our students.
We are someone’s heroes every
day, though we probably don’t
know it. And that gives me a little
pause--who am I influencing, and
how, just by being the best person
and choral teacher I know how to
be? Am I influencing positively or
negatively? My hope is that my
students gain something positive
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from being a part of my classes,
and if I can be a part of it, then
I’ve done my job. And if I can be
a hero to one of them, then I am
both proud and humbled to be
that hero. The knowledge that
someone looks to me in that light
is powerful--it keeps me going
through all the tough times.
So, you are a hero. Whether
you teach in a church setting or
school, public school or private,
elementary school or college-you are a hero. If you’re not
lucky enough to have one of your
students tell you how important
you are to them, take it from me-you are a hero. Thank you for
what you do with kids and adults
every day. It may feel like “just
doing your job”, but it’s heroic.
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Fall Convention Wrap-Up
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“Voices from the Prairieland”,
the IL-ACDA Fall Convention,
was a resounding success. We
were pleased to have over 125
registrants for the two day
convention. Many, many thanks
to North Central College for their
incredible hosting of this event.
Our performing choirs had the
wonderful opportunity to raise
their voices in magnificent Wentz
Concert Hall. Throughout the
course of the two days, both
performers and audience members
were “singing” the praises of
Wentz Concert Hall.
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Randy Swiggum, Ramona Wis
and Paul Rardin served as the
headliners for the convention.
Each of these individuals provided
a great deal of insight into the
choral art, while also sharing their
tremendous passion for their craft.
Thanks too must go to our
performing choirs and their
directors for their wonderful
performances. The Fall Convention
was a great showcase of choirs
throughout Illinois. Kudos to:
Wheaton Academy Concert Choir
Joel Visker, Director
Jenny Lind Vocal Ensemble
(Augustana College)
Michael Zemek, Director
Lincolnway-Central
High School Chorale
Michael Bultman, Director
Cor Cantiamo
Eric Johnson, Director
Red Rose Children’s Choir
of Lake County Master Singers
Sharon Augsburger &
Jacqueline Negus, Directors
College of DuPage
Chamber Singers
Lee Kesselman, Director
Chicago Community Chorus
Keith Hampton, Director

On Friday Night, the Wentz
Concert was packed to the
rafters as convention attendee
and members of the Naperville
Community were treated to a
concert entitled, “North Central
College and Friends.” It was an
exciting evening of great choral
music, featuring six choirs from the
Naperville Community. They were:
Young Naperville Singers
Chamber Choir
Angie Johnson, Director
North Central College
Cardinal Chorus
Jackie Schutt, Director
North Central College
Chamber Singers
Ramona Wis, Director
North Central College
Women’s Chorale
Ramona Wis, Director
North Central College
Concert Choir
Jeordano Martinez, Director
Naperville Chorus
Jeordano Martinez, Director
The Friday Evening Concert
culminated with everyone, both
audience member and performing,
raising their collective voices as
one in a performance of Haydn’s
“The Heavens are Telling.” It
rocked the house. And by the way,
two of our IL-ACDA Executive
Board Members served as soloists:
Beth Best, IL-ACDA President and
Jon Hurty, District VIII past chair.
Our attendees were also able
to attend three superb interest
sessions, presented by:
James Stegall and the
Western Illinois University Singers
Julia Davids and the
North Park University Choir
Cathy DeLanoy,
Westmont Junior HS - retired.
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(Fall Convention Wrap-Up continued from page 3)

James, Julia and Cathy’s sessions
focussed upon specific aspects
of the choral music director’s
job, and were great additions to
the convention program; most
definitely excellent food for
thought!
Our convention goers were also
able to sit in and sing new choral
octavos, in reading sessions put
together by three of our R & S
Chairs:
Ron Korbitz - Elementary
Jill Rinkel -Middle School
Jeremy Little - High School
Thanks to Ron, Jill and Jeremy for
their efforts.
No matter how one looks at it, the
2012 IL-ACDA Fall Convention,
“Voices from the Prairieland” was
indeed a resounding success. What
you may ask was the formula for
success:

Great Headliners
+ Great Choirs
+ Great Sessions
in a Great Venue
(Wentz Concert Hall)
+ Great Attendance/
Audiences
+ Advance Planning and
Communication
= a Great, Great Convention.
An event of this nature does not
just happen - it was definitely a
team effort! Many, many people
worked together in creating a
convention experience that will
long be remembered. Thanks to:
Mona Wis for championing
the idea of the Fall Convention
coming to North Central College,
Jackie Schutt for her behind the
scenes efforts, Ken Hannah for his
logistical support, North Central
College Music Education Students
for serving as our convention

guides and hosts, and to my
wife, Sue Goad, for her constant
support.
If you were able to attend the Fall
Convention, thank you - I hope
you found it to be a valuable
experience. And if you were not
able to attend, perhaps you might
consider another IL-ACDA activity
throughout the course of this year
or on down the road.
IL-ACDA is here to support choral
music throughout the State of
Illinois. We would love to hear
your ideas and suggestions for
future events.
Gratefully,
Brett Goad, Past President

Discovering a Life in Music

In the classroom, on the stage, and throughout the city of Chicago, our students uncover
a depth and breadth of musical training that make a North Park education so remarkable.
The School of Music offers six degrees in music: master of music in vocal performance;
bachelor of music in performance, music education, music in worship, and composition;
as well as a bachelor of arts in music. Students have ample opportunity to perform
in one or more of the university’s four choirs, the vocal jazz ensemble, and worship
teams, as well as to participate in fully staged opera productions and innovative opera
workshop presentations.

Undergraduate Auditions
February 9 and 23, 2013
Schedule an audition, visit campus, attend a class, experience a performance, talk to
faculty, and learn more by contacting Dr. Rebecca (Olthafer) Ryan, music recruiter, at
(773) 244-5623 or rryan@northpark.edu.

www.northpark.edu/music
North Park University’s School of Music is fully accredited
by the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM).
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Teaching the Choir to Sing
The list of duties and
responsibilities of the choral
conductor often seems endless, but
perhaps one of the most important
roles we as choral conductors
undertake is that of voice teacher. In
an ideal world, individualized or
private voice lessons would be
offered for all students during the
school day. In schools fortunate
to offer this service, voice teachers
work with choral students on an
individual basis to teach and refine
good vocal techniques as well as to
sing quality literature for the solo
voice. This situation provides a
solid support system for the choral
program by enhancing the overall
achievement level of singers while
maximizing rehearsal time.
For most students, however,
the choral director will be their
voice teacher, and the only vocal
instruction they will receive occurs
during the choir rehearsal itself. In
addition to the preparation
of music for performance,
therefore, choral directors
need to provide regular and
systematic opportunities within
the context of the daily rehearsal
for young singers to develop their
emerging voices. Sufficient time
must be devoted to teach them
the basic tools of correct vocal
production. Sadly, many wellintentioned choral conductors
sacrifice a focus on good singing
technique in favor of singing more
challenging literature or preparing
for an extensive schedule of
concerts and contests. The final
performance, however, always
suffers when the choral members
sing with poor technique that
lead to problems with essential
choral performance skills such as
intonation, diction, balance, and
tone.
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Teaching Foundational Concepts
It must be understood that while
many vocal techniques are taught
under the term “warm-ups”, it
does not imply that it is a routine
activity without meaning. For too
many choirs, warm-ups are seen
as just the beginning of rehearsal
without much purpose. Every
warm-up exercise should have
a purpose that can be easily
explained to singers or discovered
by them as they continue to grow
vocally, adding skills to already
mastered ones. For this reason,
warm-ups are not always placed
at the beginning of each rehearsal,
and they offer an opportunity to
isolate specific techniques and
teach them in interesting and
creative ways. It is important to
note that teaching vocal technique
in a choral setting is not meant to
be a substitute for the private studio
teacher, but in the realities of many
of our settings, it is the best we can
offer.
Frauke Hassemann and James
Jordan list several foundational
concepts in their seminal work
Group Vocal Technique (Hinshaw
Music) which includes 3000
exercises aimed at mastering
these techniques in a choral
setting. Their curriculum
for choral training includes
many important skills under
the title of “Foundational
Concepts”: relaxation, posture,
breathing, resonance, dynamics,
register consistency, range
extension, flexibility, diction,
vowel modification, falsetto and
head voice, and style to name a
few. Numerous other resources
and workshops exist that include
useful examples of how to teach
fundamental skills to singers of all
ages and abilities. It is essential

even for the experienced choral
director to review them from
time to time as we can always be
reminded of a familiar exercise or
inspired by something new.
Experience has proven that
the two areas choral singers
seem to struggle with the most
are breathing and resonance.
Developing singers often tense up
or simply do not rely on the very
basics of singing while learning
music and responding to the
demands of the conductor. In
order to create a beautiful sound
that is open, free, and relaxed,
singers must avoid tension in their
entire bodies and especially in the
resonating cavity itself resulting in
a high larynx, a protruding jaw, or
a bunched up tongue in the back of
the mouth. Simple exercises based
on open and closed humming as
well “mm”, “nn” and “ng” assist
singers in feeling proper placement
and resonance. Try singing scale
patterns starting with “mm” and
moving to open vowels (example:
“mee, may, may, moh, moo”) or
even entire songs on the naturally
resonant vowels “oo” and “ee”.
Always remind singers to maintain
the humming quality in the sound,
especially as they move to the
open vowels of “ah” and “oh”.
And as choirs work on resonance,
conductors must constantly
monitor and reinforce good
breath support by using exercises
created to develop diaphragmatic
breathing skills. Frankly, good
tone and intonation are impossible
to achieve without the freedom
that comes from taking in a good
breath and managing it well.
Because most choirs are made of
up “untrained” singers, conductors
must modify terminology and
create multiple ways of explaining
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the same idea. For example, the
metaphor that makes complete
sense to Maria only seems to
confuse Ashton, and the use
of physical imagery appeals to
Emily but Natalie prefers vocal
models to emulate. If there are
students in the choir who study
privately, it is the responsibility
of both the choral director and
the voice teacher to communicate
to the student that what he
or she is learning in private
lessons is most beneficial for that
student. Therefore, the student
may have to be careful when asked
to do something by the conductor
that seems in opposition to what
the vocal teacher has said. At
the same time, choral directors
should be aware of and sensitive
to this problem, even asking the
student to explain to the rest of the
ensemble what works for him or
her. If there is a drastic contrast in
what is considered most correct,
the student should never be placed
in the middle of a methodology or
ideology debate.
Connecting Vocal Technique to Choral
Literature
Obviously, for the singers to
develop good vocal technique, the
ideas and approaches incorporated
in warm-up exercises should be
applied to the choral literature that
students are singing in rehearsal
daily. Specific phrases, words,
or syllables will lead to teachable
moments when highlighting
connections to techniques learned
during warm-ups. Rehearsal
time will also be needed to
introduce new concepts or to
secure a particularly troublesome
technique. This requires choral
directors to approach the teaching
and reinforcement of vocal skills
with creativity in order to maintain
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students’ attention. Again, the
most effective approach may be
to blend the teaching of vocal
technique with the act of music
making. These minutes devoted
to the development of skills and
techniques are not wasted when
followed by their direct application
to the repertoire currently in
preparation for performance. This
way, students realize the
connection between technique and
its use in singing music rather than
viewing the two as separate and
distinct entities.
Choral directors maximize
the benefits of teaching vocal
technique to choral students
by selecting literature that
reinforces good singing and has
opportunities to transfer vocal
techniques being studied to the
repertoire itself. In time, singers
should be able to bring vocal
techniques to unfamiliar pieces
that they are learning, thereby
increasing the ensemble’s ability
to learn new and challenging
repertoire.
Another important thing for
choral directors to do is to prepare
completely for each rehearsal by
picking out spots in the music that
needs vocal attention. Conductors
then create exercises to address
those specific needs. It will not
take long for singers to realize
the direct connection between the
vocal techniques they are taught
and its relationship to the music
they are singing.

well as a wide range of resources
at the director’s disposal at a
moment’s notice. Ultimately, the
more familiar and comfortable
the director is with this aspect
of leading an ensemble, the
more successful the resulting
performance will be.
Conclusion
If choral directors are going to
be effective in teaching vocal
technique in the choral setting,
they must be consistent in their
efforts. Techniques only develop
into good habits over time, and
consistency is the secret to the
overall vocal development of
each choral student not studying
privately. Within the structure
of the choir rehearsal, sufficient
time must be devoted to teach
correct vocal production and
good musicianship skills.
This instruction should be
provided daily in a systematic
fashion. Designing exercises
and activities that are related to
the music in rehearsal will be
an efficient use of time and will
teach students that a connection
exists between the development
of technique and its use in
performance. Eventually, as
singers’ skills increase, the choir’s
overall ability will grow and
performances will be enhanced.
Submitted by Michael Zemek,
District 2 Representative

It is the responsibility of directors
to listen and correct the vocal
problems that they hear during
rehearsal. It may also be the
time to reteach or reacquaint the
choir with previously taught
concepts, or to introduce new
ones. This requires flexibility as
PAGE 6
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An Interview with a Master Teacher
As the end of my public school
teaching career is winding down
I have been reflecting about
individuals who have made an
impact on my career and those
whose teaching and philosophy
I admire. Martin G. Sirvatka, the
current Instructional Supervisor for
Art and Music at Glenbrook South
High School certainly is right at the
top of the list.

other educator that has impacted
more lives than Marty. His
passion and concern for each of his
students is second to none and he
is an excellent example of servant
leadership. In addition, I believe
that Marty is the finest high school
choral educator and choral director
in the state. If you have heard
Marty’s groups I am certain you’d
agree.

I first met Marty in the fall of 1979
when I was a freshman at the
University of Illinois in ChampaignUrbana. I was watching the Other
Guys rehearse and Marty, a former
member of the group, was back
during a break in his student
teaching and was rehearsing with
the group. The next semester Marty
was back at U of I working towards
his master’s degree in choral music
education and was once again
directing the Other Guys.

I hope you enjoy a quick snapshot
into some of Marty’s thoughts on
education in this brief interview.

During that semester Tom Swartz,
a buddy of mine, and I auditioned
for the Other Guys and made
it. Throughout the next three years,
Tom, Marty and I were pretty much
inseparable. In addition to the
Other Guys, we formed a Christian
Rock Band called New Creation that
also featured Connie (Jun) Lyda on
the keyboards. During that time
we had discussions over many
life changing topics which often
included music. We found we had
similar philosophies and visions
of what a choral director/teacher
should be.

PJR – What other positions have
you held?
MGS – During1981 through 1983 I
taught at general music and choir
at Southview Middle School in
Danville, Illinois. At that time Frank
Lestina was the orchestra teacher at
the same school. I also taught with
the Glen Ellyn’s Children’s Chorus
for six years and at East and West
Leyden High School in Franklin
Park for nine years.

As we both got out into the field
and ended up teaching at high
schools we continued to correspond,
share, encourage and challenge each
other to be authentic educators. We
truly desired to make a difference
in the lives of the students we came
in contact with each day. I can
definitely say that I know of no
VOLUME 39 NO. 2

Interview with Martin G. Sirvatka
PJR – How long have you been
teaching directing?
MGS – 30 years, since 1981.
PJR – How long have you been in
your current position?
MGS – 19 years at Glenbrook South
High School.

PJR – Where did you attend school?
MGS – Glenbard South High School
and then the University of Illinois
for my undergraduate where
I started as a piano major then
switched to instrumental music
education with clarinet as my main
instrument. I received my master’s
degree in choral music education
from the University of Illinois
and taught Dr. Robert Thomas’
elementary methods class when he
went on sabbatical in 1980.

PJR – What gives you the greatest
satisfaction in your position?
MGS – When I see kids not need me
anymore and they start becoming
independent musicians. It’s like
that with my Chamber Singers
right now. Just last week they were
singing at Hackney’s (restaurant)
and I was standing by one of my
girls there helping her out. She
reached over and patted my arm
and said “Mr. S. we got this.” I
smiled and thought, that is exactly
right. They knew they had it all.
They know what to do, they can
fix things, solve problems and
musically they’re awesome. I was
very happy with that and that gives
me great satisfaction.
Another example is when students
are able to be good consumers of
music or eventually teachers; that
they are able to go on and grow
musically from the foundation
they’ve received.
PJR – What have been your greatest
challenges?
MGS – Parents who don’t
understand the heart of an artist.
This might be seen in parents who
have unreasonable expectations for
their students. Their child might
want to major in art and would
like to take a course in ceramics
but the parent wants them to take
AP Physics. Or parents who don’t
understand why their child doesn’t
love the same things they do. Or the
parents of an incredible musician
who never listens to any music at
home or doesn’t understand or even
want to understand why or how
music is important to their child.
It is parents putting their children
down for loving music or wanting
to go into music or be a teacher and
looking at it as trivial. That is what
I mean about not understanding the
heart an artist.
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PJR – What are some of the things
you have learned over the years
that you wish you had known in
the beginning of your career?
MGS – How much paperwork
and nonsense work there is in
your teaching career, and how
important it is to organize, juggle
and keep track of all the time
commitments, paper work and
stuff that needs to get done. This
is important because when you do
get a handle on this, the teaching
becomes something that is easy
and so pleasurable. I was worried
about it a lot at the beginning of
my career and now that I have
those organizational skills there is
much more joy in the job.
PJR – Who are some of the people
that have helped you most and
how?
MSG – I think my friends, like you,
because we challenge, encourage
and support one another. I also
have some other teachers and
parents that believe in what I do
that carries me a long way. There
are other educators out there that I
look back upon, such as Bill Olson
and some of our teachers that we
had at U of I.
I am always looking for that kind
of like-minded educator that I
grew up with in the past; those
educators with passion, drive,
understanding and wisdom. It
seems it is becoming more difficult
to find that.
PJR – I hear you. That’s why it’s
nice to touch base like we do.
MGS – Absolutely, otherwise it
is so easy to get isolated in this
career.
PJR – Who have been your model
choir directors?
MGS – Bill Olson from U of I. I
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also really like Brad Holmes.
Joe Grant too, he has been an
inspiration to me. I like your
conducting and musicianship.
Sometimes we think the same
about conducting, musicianship
and teaching so it’s nice to have
somebody to understand you.
There have also been some really
good directors from our Techny
Music Festivals, such as Charles
Smith from Michigan, he was
tremendous. I was also inspired
by Sigrid Johnson from St. Olaf.
Those are people that I’ve had a
nice opportunity to see because
they come and work with us for
four days.
PJR – How have your teaching
strategies changed over the years
and why?
MGS – I am less concerned about
how I come across and therefore
am much more outside of myself.
I’m able to hear better and address
what the issues might be in a
rehearsal. That offers a chance for
me to be more flexible than I used
to be. I have a bigger bag of tricks
so I can fix things much quicker.
Having student teachers has
helped me to look at myself
carefully to make sure I’m doing
what I’m teaching them to do. It’s
good to have that accountability
and to have somebody always
watch you.
I am more present in the rehearsal
and it is more fulfilling and joyful.
I’m not worrying about stuff I used
to worry about and because of
that, I’m able to free up my kids. I
think the more I do this, the more
authentic I am up there. There’s
no phoniness, and they can read it
when it’s phony. It also frees me
to work on my conducting gesture

a little bit more than I felt I had
before so I’m able to communicate
more through my gesture.
I can hear better. When you first
start teaching you know there are
intonation problems but might
not know what section. Now I
can pinpoint who it is with 94
kids. You used to draw a circle
with your arms and you knew the
problem was in that area of the
choir, then the circle’s kept getting
smaller. I can now hear the detail
from that big wash of sound.
I’m also free to put things into
perspective. This past fall we
probably had one of our best Fall
Choral Concerts we had in a while.
This is what I said to the students
before we went on: I said, “Guys,
you know the world is falling
apart and there are many, many
problems. This is just a choir
concert. If you make a mistake, it’s
going to be OK, you’re probably
going to forget about it in 24 hours.
This is just a choir concert, that
doesn’t mean don’t do your best,
it doesn’t mean don’t have a good
time, it doesn’t mean to treat it
lightly when you’re out there. But
in the perspective of eternity, this
is no big deal. So why don’t we go
and enjoy ourselves.” Of course
I was free and they were free, and
they laughed and we had a great
concert.
PJR – Talk about some favorite
memories from your career.
MGS – I have some crazy
memories, one of them is working
at Leyden and being told I had
to run a Christmas Pageant - the
Gospel of Luke being read -three
kings dressed in full regalia
walking down the aisle singing,
“We Three Kings” and me playing
a pipe organ in a public school
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thinking, WOW. That was a fun
memory.
Just most recently the NINE
reunion when I had 70 kids come
back from the past 19 years and
sing together on stage.
Another is my final concert at
Leyden High School when a
quadriplegic student of mine that
suffered with such horrible pain
and just an inability to do most
anything wrote me a song.
There are moments that are not
even concert situations, like when
there are kids in my office talking
or writing me notes or getting a
scrap book together or doing the
things they do for you. It’s the
relational stuff that I think I’ll
take away with me and not the
literature or the concert or the
perfectionism that I strive for. It’s
the relationships that we have and
the laughing that you can’t even
describe to anybody outside of that
moment.

We are finding out that by adding
all of these things to our plate,
we’re losing ourselves in it. We’re
losing our relationships with
others. We not speaking directly
to each other anymore, we’re not
confiding in each other. All these
things that administrators, state
legislators and other people who
are “in the know” want to do to
improve education forget that.
They forget that there are other
ways to get kids to learn. That just
being an authentic person that kids
can relate to and talk to and love
might be the answer. We can touch
our students lives when we find
out who they are and take time to
connect with them at that level. I
think there is so much extraneous
work now that gets in the way of
this.
There are so many things to
do, forms to fill out, pre-op
observation meetings, post-op
evaluations, paperwork to get

done, instructional norms to
comply with and accountability
- these are good things, I’m not
saying they’re bad, but there is no
time for relationships.
There are no more smoking
lounges, which is a good thing, but
there was something about going
down there and having a cup of
coffee and talking to one another.
We don’t do that anymore, we
don’t even have lunch together.
Our plates are so full you can’t
even leave your desk, or don’t
need to because you can talk to
somebody via e-mail, or texting or
phone message. There are just no
moments to reflect. I would tell
teachers, don’t lose relationships,
don’t let other things get in the
way of time it takes to connect
to your students and build those
relationships.
Submitted by Paul Rausch, District
7 Representative

PJR – What advice do you have for
young choral directors?
MGS – Don’t lose sight of
relationships with others
including your own support
team, your own staff, and your
own students. I think this fits in
with the question about some of
the most challenging things I’ve
experienced.
I think we are in an era where
we think, if we just offer up a
professional development, or
another program, or another class
to go to, or more accountability, or
spend 70 hours behind a computer
learning how to do what we’ve
been doing for ten years already,
that we will solve the problems of
the world, and solve the problems
of teaching.
VOLUME 39 NO. 2
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An Introduction to the Audition Process For Junior High/Middle School Students
Learning how to audition is a
very important part of a student’s
growth as a musician. At the junior
high level, my students are given
the opportunity to audition for a
variety of events. They audition
at the beginning of the year to sing
the National Anthem at our home
sporting events. In October, they
audition for the IMEA District
Festival. Throughout the year,
students audition to sing solos
and play accompaniments or
instrumental parts in our concert
repertoire. They ask for assistance
in preparation for community
theatre and sometimes our high
school musical auditions. Students
need insight and guidance as to
how to prepare for these auditions.
First of all I congratulate students
on taking the first step in deciding
to audition. It takes courage to step
out of their comfort zone and take
a risk, especially with all the peer
pressure that exists at the junior
high level. Make them aware that
they will never know if they don’t
try, and it is easier if they try it now
instead of waiting until high school.
Just experiencing the audition
process will enable them to grow as
a person and as a musician, and you
will get to know their personalities
and abilities.
Next, students need to know the
areas in which they are being
judged. Every audition has different
requirements. For instance, in a
musical theatre audition students
are generally required to sing, dance
and do a dramatic reading. In a
strictly musical audition (National
Anthem, IMEA District Chorus, or
solo audition), the most essential
elements involve good vocal
production, learning the correct
notes and rhythms, and being
independent on their voice part.
VOLUME 39 NO. 2

Good vocal and choral techniques
are taught daily in class. These
techniques include breathing
exercises, good diction, beautiful
tone quality, expressive phrasing,
tonal skills, and sight-reading. Our
IMEA District audition requires
students to sing a major and minor
scale, major and minor triad, and
simple sight-reading. All of these
skills are taught in the regular
chorus class period via the use of
solfege syllables.
In preparation for IMEA District
auditions, students rehearse in
sections (soprano, alto, and tenor/
bass) outside of class. Vocal parts
are downloaded on Soundcloud,
Dropbox or any other free source
that students can access to practice
on their own. If possible it is a
good idea to work with students
individually. They need to hear
their voice alone and sing without
the comfort of others singing the
same part. It’s a great opportunity
for us as teachers to get to know
our students, their voices, and
their abilities. We can encourage
them to practice specific elements
or challenge them to a higher
level of musicality. It gives them
confidence and lets them know that
we care about them.
Boys, especially, need extra
guidance as some of them have
unchanged voices, and some
have changed voices with limited
range. Our District allow the boys
to sing their tonal skills on any
given note as long as they can tell
the judge what note to begin on. I
always work with my junior high
“men” individually to find their
optimum starting notes for the tonal
skills. This gives them the added
confidence they need and keeps
me up-to date on their ranges. All
students benefit from running a

mock audition in order to eliminate
as many unknowns as possible.
Students will still be nervous, but
the more experience they gain
through the audition process,
the easier it gets. They give me
feedback after the audition as to
what went well and on what they
still need to improve. The first
audition is always the hardest
and, with experience, they gain
confidence and learn a lot about
themselves and what it takes to
achieve to their goals.
Even when students do not realize
their goals, I remind them that it
doesn’t necessarily mean they are
not a good singer. So what does
it mean? Sometimes songs call
for a certain type, style or range
of voice. Sometimes students get
overly nervous in new situations
and do not do their best. Many
students tell me that they did not
rehearse enough on their own.
Students begin to recognize their
own strengths or weaknesses as to
specific skills. As their teacher and
vocal coach, celebrate their victories
and encourage the disappointed
ones to work on the skills that need
improvement. Each audition is
just a snapshot of one moment of
time in a singer’s life. There will
be many auditions that come and
go. Students must learn to handle
their successes and disappointments
and learn from them. Let them
know that you are proud of them
regardless of the outcome. It is a
learning process for all of us. Taking
time to coach your students on the
audition process will let them know
you care and will help them reach
their full potential as musicians.
Submitted by Jill Rinkel, Middle
School Chair
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The Ah Moment
My middle school choir has a bad
habit during concerts.
We strive to get every song
memorized so we don’t have
to worry about holding folders
(which to a middle school
student, is apparently as difficult
as achieving perpetual motion).
Occasionally though, we have
a song that just doesn’t get
memorized in time and we are
forced to hold the folders and
music during the concert. That’s
when this disgusting, putrid, and
just plain NO GOOD habit rears its
ugly head:
As soon as they finish singing a
song, they immediately put their
music back in their folders and
get out the next song, even if the
current song’s accompaniment
hasn’t finished!
(Cue the dramatic, evil-sounding
music.)
“Why is it such a big deal?” they
ask me. “It’s not like the audience
cares what we do at the end of the
song!” And that’s the subtle point
that seems to take the most effort
for them to understand:
“It’s not for the AUDIENCE, it’s for
US.”

One of my choir directors at
Millikin University, Dr. Brad
Holmes, once described to me
the moment at the end of a song
as the “Ah” moment. After the
final chord has been sung, after
the last note has been played on
the piano, there is a moment of
silence before the director drops
his or her arms and the audience
begins applauding. He told me
that if you have truly performed the
piece (not just singing the notes
correctly, but accomplished what
the composer intended), there will
be this moment of satisfaction at
the end where you can almost feel
the choir and audience collectively
sighing.
Boy, and did I have some doozies:
singing the Mundy “O Lord,
the Maker of All Things” in the
St. Louis Basilica and hearing
the final chord echo for eight
seconds after we finished. (“Ah”
moment.) Performing Whitacre’s
“Lux Aurumque” for a packed
house at Millikin’s Vespers. (“Ah”
moment.) Holding hands with my
fellow choir members and singing
“Praise to the Lord” for the last
time during my senior year. (“Ah”
moment.)

Of course, now that I’m a
public school choir director, it
seems like those moments are
few and far between! With the
continuing annoyances added
to our workload (trying to make
Common Core standards apply
to choir, new 500-page teacher
evaluations, etc.), we have to work
extra hard to find “Ah” moments
in our teaching lives. Maybe it’s
a random chord in a song that
just “clicks” and the whole group
knows it. Maybe it’s a high school
“gym-a-torium” made silent by an
intense pianissimo at the end of a
song. Whatever it may be, when it
happens: EMBRACE IT. Hold onto
it and keep it for those times when
you find yourself questioning why
you got into teaching in the first
place.
Look for the “Ah” moments in
your teaching life. You never
know where they might pop up.
(Oh, and make sure those middle
schoolers WAIT to put their
music away even if they don’t
understand why!)
Submitted by Jacob Elam, District 5
Representative

Empowering Singers Through Great Repertoire
I recently had a conversation
with a former graduate of our top
women’s ensemble. In talking
about her experiences since leaving
high school, she reflected back,
telling me that the music we sang
in choir gave her more confidence
in who she was as a person.
Specifically, she said, “I believed in
the music and it made me believe
in myself.” Wow! As a teacher of
teenagers, this is more than I
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could hope for – that my students
grow to become excellent,
independent musicians, but also
that they gain self-confidence and
become all around better people.
Teaching women’s choir gives me
great joy because the women are so
giving of themselves; they are not
afraid to share and truly open up.
They have a special kind of energy
paired with a hard-working, “we
have to get this” attitude.

One of my main goals as a
women’s choir teacher is to seek
out literature that will empower
young women while developing
their voices and musical ability.
Because of the vast amount of
repertoire that exists for women’s
chorus, it can often be daunting
to find appropriate pieces for the
needs of a particular ensemble.
Not to mention, we are always
being enticed by the next best
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thing! When facing the challenge
of finding the perfect piece for
women’s chorus, I try to ask
myself a few important questions:
Is the piece of the highest musical
quality? Does the text seek to
uplift and inspire? Will this piece
challenge my students to be better
musicians and better people? If the
answer to these questions is yes, I
know I am likely on the right track.
In her article entitled “Anonymous
No More” in the International
Alliance of Women in Music
Journal, Monica Hubbard states
that “music of quality and good
taste abides.” So true!
In an aim to help you sift through
the masses, to find those texts that
have and will abide, I would like
to recommend a couple of pieces
that I believe will uplift and inspire
your young women. Hopefully
this will introduce you to or
remind you of some pieces that
could work for your own women’s
choir. These texts actually all
happen to be BY women, as well!
How encouraging for our girls!

RECOMMENDED PIECES
A Letter from a Girl to the World

Composed by Andrea Ramsey, Text adapted from the writings
of 7th & 8th women of Bel Canto, Washington Junior High,
Bentonville, Arkansas, Alliance Music AMP0768

“In my heart there are hopes and dreams and all different
beautiful things. In my heart there’s a sunrise glowing and a
warmth that holds me there.”

“Do you know who I am? Do you really know? Because you
can’t tell from looking at me.”
Barter

Composed by René Clausen, Text by Sara Teasdale, SSA with piano
accompaniment, Santa Barbara Music Publishing, Inc. SBMP 527
“Life has loveliness to sell, All beautiful and splendid things.”

“Spend all you have for loveliness. Buy it and never count the
cost: For one white shining hour of peace. Count many a year
of strife well lost, and for a breath of ecstasy, give all you have
been, or could be.”
I am Not Yours

Composed by David Childs, Text by Sara Teasdale, Santa Barbara
Music Publishing SBMP568

“I am not yours, not lost in you, not lost, although I long to be
Lost as a candle lit at noon, Lost as a snowflake in the sea.”

Measure Me Sky

Composed by James Mulholland, Text by Leonara Speyer, SSA with
piano accompaniment, Colla Voce 21-20202
“Measure me, sky! Tell me I reach by a song. Nearer the stars; I
have been little so long!”

To Sing

Composed by Libby Larsen, Text by Kasey Zitnick, SSA with piano
accompaniment, Hal Leonard 8751543
“To sing is to change the world.”

Will There Really Be a Morning?

Composed by Craig Hella Johnson, Text by Emily Dickinson, SA
with piano accompaniment, Alliance Music AMP 0620
“Will there really be a morning, is there such a thing as day?
Could I see it from the mountains if I were as tall as they?”

Submitted by Christina Shoemaker, Women’s Choirs Chair
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Back to Normal for our Summer Retreat - June 26 & 27, 2013
I invite you back to Normal
and the campus of Illinois State
University for our next IL-ACDA
Retreat! The 2-day Retreat is a
bubble of time with choral music at
its best: informative, inspirational,
supportive, great networking,
and fun! Dr. Jo-Michael Scheibe,
from USC’s Thornton School of
Music and current ACDA National
President, will conduct the
Director’s Chorus. Dr. Scheibe’s
offerings will include sessions from
the performance to the practical
with topics such as warm-ups,
intonation, and targeted ways to
artistry in limited rehearsal time.

from CWU perform at the most
recent national ACDA conference
in Chicago. This summer he
will work with a vocal jazz
ensemble in open rehearsals, and
prepare one selection with the
Director’s Chorus. Vijay is also
an accomplished composer and
arranger and we will make full use
of his talent!

Rounding out our all-star line-up
is Vijay Singh (not the golfer!) Vijay
teaches at Central Washington
University, and sings in the
popular “Just 4 Kicks”. Some of
you may have heard Vijay’s group

*It’s easy to take the train – it’s a
short walk from the station to ISU
and the Marriott.

Have you checked out ChorTeach,
ACDA’s online magazine for choral
director/music educators? The
articles have been gleaned from
state and division online websites
and print newsletters around the
United States and from submissions
by seasoned choral directors with
topics germane to the profession.
ChorTeach, our name, is derived
from the German word for chorus,

chor. It is pronounced, as most
of you know, like the word, core.
I hope ChorTeach’s articles will
be a breath of fresh air for you
and provide you with ideas or
techniques that give you a lift and
help your singers reach the goals
you have set. ChorTeach is designed
for those of you who work with
amateur singers at all levels. If you
have written an article and believe
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Other features:
*Registration materials will
conveniently be available on-line.
*CPDU and Graduate credit is
available.

of info in their areas of expertise
several times throughout the day
for maximum choice of topics and
availability.
*Great reading sessions for
repertoire and teaching ideas in all
areas, including All-State music,
and Music and Worship.
I hope you can attend the ILACDA Summer Retreat – you have
a Normal family!
Karyl Carlson
IL-ACDA President-Elect

*IL-ACDA’s own excellent choral
practitioners will provide bursts

it would be of interest to ChorTeach
readers, send it to me in Word.doc
format. I will get back to you after
reading it. Have you read an article
from an ACDA newsletter you think
would be beneﬁcial to ChorTeach
readers? Send me the details and I’ll
check it out.
Email me at tbarham@sunflower.
com
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Recommended Solo Songs and Duets for Younger Female Singers
During my tenure at Lyons
Township High School in La Grange
and Western Springs, I taught a class
we called Vocal Techniques. Besides
working on vocal production issues
during the course of the year, each
student had to sing ten different
songs for the class. Particularly
as a young teacher starting out in
the high school, I admit to being
overwhelmed looking for repertoire

for different voices other than malevoiced literature. Yes, I studied
private voice in college, but didn’t
know the repertoire for female
voices unless I had accompanied
it previously. Once the new year
hit my calendar, I was off to find
repertoire for solo and ensemble
preparation. As you will be reading
this article after the New Year, you
might be in the same boat.

Having been a clinician for solo and
ensemble contests over the years,
I have increased my resources for
finding additional choices for voices.
The following suggestions are songs
I have first-hand knowledge of, and
offer them as suitable for contest or
recital. (Many of them are available
in different keys, so you might check
out high voice, medium voice and
low voice settings.)

Title
Solos:
Shenandoah
Who Will Buy My Lavender?
American Lullaby
Christopher Robin is Saying His
Prayers
Go ‘Way from my Window
Nymphs and Shepherds
Love Has Eyes
Come and Trip It
Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes
I Attempt from Love’s Sickness to
Fly
Wayfarin’ Stranger
What Songs were Sung?
Long Time Ago
Simple Gifts
Duets:
I Walk the Unfrequented Roads
I Go Before My Charmer
Simple Gifts
Velvet Shoes
Ave Maria
Children
Die Meere
Flow, Danube, Ebb and Flow
For the Beauty of the Earth
Herbstlied
Hine ma tov
Laudamus Te (Gloria)
Lilly and the Rose, The
Ring, The
Song for Every Child
Were I a Tiny Bird
Die Schwestern
Little Lamb
Lord Bless You, The
Sound the Trumpet
Wir Eilen mit Schwachen

Composer/Arranger

Publisher

arr. Celius Doherty
Edward German
Gladys Rich
Harold Fraser-Simson

Leonard
Leonard
G. Schirmer
Leonard

arr. John Jacob Niles
Henry Purcell
Henry Bishop
George F. Handel
arr. Roger Quilter
Edward Purcell

Leonard
Leonard or International
Leonard
Leonard or International
Boosey & Hawkes
Leonard

arr. John Jacob Niles
arr. John Jacob Niles
arr. Aaron Copland
arr. Aaron Copland

Leonard
Leonard
Boosey & Hawkes
Boosey & Hawkes

arr. Lee Kjelson
Thomas Morley
arr. Aaron Copland
Randall Thompson
arr. Robert A. Boyd
James Mulholland
Johannes Brahms
Antonin Dvorak
John Rutter
Robert Schumann
arr. Henry Leck
Antonio Vivaldi
Bob Chilcott
Antonin Dvorak
David Brunner
Robert Schumann
Johannes Brahms
Steven Rickards
arr. Paul Bunjes
Henry Purcell
Johanne S. Bach

Alfred
Bourne
Boosey & Hawkes
E. C. Schirmer
Colla Voce
Colla Voce
National
Walton
Oxford
National
Colla Voce
Walton
Oxford
Walton
Boosey & Hawkes
Mark Foster
Kjos or Boosey
Colla Voce
Concordia
Leonard
E. C. Schirmer
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Submitted by Bob Boyd, Historian
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Singing in the Gospel Style
Singing in the Gospel style addresses
topics, techniques, and “stylings”
(interpretation) needed to introduce
and expand the gospel genre in
music classrooms, churches, and in
other music settings, including staff
development, in-service meetings,
and workshops.
A brief overview/background
of Gospel Music and its initial
introduction into the Black worship
experience. Suggested rehearsal
and vocal techniques along with
a discussion of movement and
clapping is briefly presented.
Finally, I list several Gospel
artists that have influenced me
in my Gospel compositions and
performance practices.
What is gospel music?
Definition - gospel means good
news. This good news music
promises a better life after death
while at the same time giving
hope and encouragement in this
present life which is preparation
for life after death. Gospel music is
both a style of music and is one
of the genres of African American
music. Syncopation, improvisation,
movement, and handclapping are
some of its characteristics. Initially,
gospel music was performed in
African-American worship services.
Now, this music has been taken
onto the concert stage and into large
stadium concerts. Some gospel music
has crossed over into mainstream
music and is played on nonreligious
radio stations.
Gospel music is often seen as
religious, folk, or popular music.
Gospel music often experienced in
Black churches and communities
is sung by black and white soloists,
groups, and congregations. Gospel
songs gained popularity in the late
VOLUME 39 NO. 2

1800s when they were published
and compiled by P. P. Bliss, D. W.
Whittle, Ira Sankey, McGranahan
and Stebbins, who were white
composers. In the early 1900s,
Charles Albert Tindley was the first
black gospel songwriter who wrote
such songs as I’ll Overcome Some Day,
Stand By Me, and Leave It There.
White gospel songs often lacked
overly emotional outbursts
and overly passionate singing.
In contrast, black gospel songs
assumed the characteristics of jazz,
ragtime, and the blues. As a result,
black gospel songs were typically
very emotional and involved very
passionate singing. The early black
gospel songwriters focused more
on melody than on parts singing.
However, as a result of the growing
quartet style of singing, black gospel
songs were always harmonized
naturally by the singers, even though
the vocal parts were not clearly
written. As a result of traveling and
competition among quartet groups,
harmonizing of black gospel songs
became more developed and, at
times, even more complex.
In the late 18th century, Black
churches began to separate from
white Protestant churches where
they had previously worshiped. The
African Methodist Zion Church and
the African Methodist Episcopal
Church were organized during this
time. Spontaneous testifying and
testimonies as witnessed during
Methodist revivals were often used
in the African Methodist churches.
One hundred years later saw the
development of the Baptist Church
that was not limited to following
a single doctrine. This freedom of
worship was very attractive to black
worshipers. By the end of the 19th
century, the rise of the Pentecostal
church greatly influenced black

gospel music. Most notably in the
Pentecostal church was the use of
musical instruments, handclapping,
singing, and dancing in a circle
known as “shouting.”
Following World War I, many
blacks migrated to Chicago and
Detroit. Many worship services were
characterized as fundamentalist,
dramatic, intensely emotional, and
high-spirited. These characteristics
tended to be very appealing to
blacks who lived in low income
neighborhoods. Musical instruments
used during these worship services
tended to be piano, electric organ,
drums, some melody instrument,
and the tambourine.
Gospel music continued to grow
in popularity as a result of the
publication, Gospel Pearls, in 1921,
and the compositions of Thomas
A. Dorsey. In 1932, Thomas Dorsey
served as the choir director of
Pilgrim Baptist Church in Chicago.
Dorsey’s compositions for choir were
influenced by blues and jazz and
often featured soloists, most notably
Mahalia Jackson. Large choirs,
such as the Clara Ward Singers
of Philadelphia, the Wings Over
Jordan Choir (WOJC), a prominent
African American professional choir
during the late 1930s and early
1940s, and the choir of Abyssinian
Baptist Church in New York further
contributed to the development and
popularity of gospel music.
In the 1960s, Reverend James
Cleveland (Chicago) began to record
gospel songs. The recordings often
used a large chorus, soloists, and a
sparse accompaniment that consisted
of piano, electric organ, and
drums. Reverend Cleveland often
incorporated spoken mini-sermons
into his recordings as the choir
provided a background of humming
or oohing. This style of gospel music
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was very popular in black middle
class neighborhoods and churches.
Oh Happy Day by Edwin Hawkins
was the first gospel recording to turn
gold (500,000 copies sold).
During the 1960s civil rights
movement, gospel music was
absorbed into popular music
and often was used to unite and
encourage oppressed Americans.
Some prominent, popular, music
stars who began their careers in the
church were Aretha Franklin, Sam
Cooke, and Ray Charles.
Role of gospel music in the school
Church vs. State
Many school districts no longer
allow sacred or holiday music in
their music curriculums to minimize
offending anyone or mixing religion
with education.
Use of the name Jesus
Some schools and persons that
practice religions other than
Christianity prefer not to use the
name “Jesus” as Savior of the
world and son of God. Some are
comfortable with the name Jesus
when it refers to Jesus as a man or as
a prophet.
Vocal training
1. The vocal training used to sing
gospel music should be the same
as that used by choirs as they
sing traditional repertoire.
2. What is vocal tone? Vocal tone
is the sound and quality of the
voice while singing. There are
many adjectives used to describe
vocal tone. Some of these
adjectives are: clear, breathy, rich,
full, strained, hoarse, strident,
thin, weak, strong, husky, pure,
and transparent.
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3. Consonants should be short,
crisp and heard BEFORE the
beat. Short, crisp consonants
greatly aid in rhythmic
clarity. Pure, rounded vowels
sung on the beat helps with
tone production, intonation,
and musical expression. In
traditional choral singing, the
performance of diphthongs (2
vowel sounds), should have the
singer hold the primary vowel
sound (first) until the very last
minute and then the vanishing
vowel sound (second) is heard.
However, when singing in the
gospel style, the singer will often
move quickly to the vanishing
vowel sound and hold it.
4. Singers are taught to breathe
only where there is punctuation
or after a complete musical
idea (phrase) and never to
breathe in the middle of a word.
Depending on the interpretation
desired, gospel singers often
breathe during a phrase and
even in the middle of a word.
Performing in the gospel style
Rehearsal procedures
1. Whenever possible, play a
recording of the selected piece.
2. Use isolation text, only not in
rhythm. Rhythm on a neutral
syllable text in rhythm.
3. Teach the soprano part first,
because the melody is often in
this part. The other parts should
typically harmonize with the
soprano in close harmony,
in other words, you cannot
fit another note of the chord
between two successive parts.
Decide what the bases should
sing if there is no independent
part.

4. Stylistically, gospel music uses
the voicing of soprano, alto,
and men (SAM). Many times
the gospel musician/composer
does not read music or has not
had formal voice training. If the
men’s part goes too high then I
typically create a bass part that
follows the bass line of the piano.
5. If using a gospel band for
accompaniment, practice with
the band separately from the
choir, if possible. They will
establish the groove (the feel of
the piece from the standpoint
of rhythmic energy and
syncopation).
Vocal stylings (interpretation and
nuance)
1. Use of a variety of vocal colors
such as breathy and a “wall of
sound.”
2. Stress important syllables or
words.
3. Sway, sing, and clap
simultaneously.
4. Accented rhythmical text that is
synced with the musical groove
established by the piano or band.
Movement
Swaying
Music has affect; it moves people
both physically and emotionally.
Gospel music is no exception. As
a result of the driving rhythms and
syncopated melodies, performers
and audiences alike can’t help but to
move in response to gospel music.
If swaying is to be used during
a song, it is imperative that this
movement be practiced often and
intentionally. The conductor should
decide the direction to start the sway
and give a signal to the choir when
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to begin the movement. If starting to
the left, first step to the left and bring
the right foot together with the left
foot. Then step right and move the
left foot together with the right foot.
It is important that all movements be
on the beat and that the movement
takes place during the entire
duration of the beat. If the singer
steps left and brings the right foot
together with the left foot too soon,
the singer will typically move in the
other direction too soon, bump into
their neighbor, and may even lose his
or her balance.
Clapping
Clapping on the off beats (2 & 4
in 4 beat meters and 2 & 3) often
adds to the percussive nature of
gospel music. Clapping generally
corresponds to the pattern being
played on the snare of the drum set.
It is easier to control the clap if the
singer keeps one hand static and
only uses the other hand to clap,
much like striking a tambourine or
hand drum.
When combining clapping and
swaying, it is important to practice
intentionally with music. The
singers could say something like
“step, clap” or “left, clap, right, clap.”
Often the clap will coincide with the
feet coming together as discussed
earlier under swaying.
Choreography
As gospel music began to move out
of the churches into auditoriums and
concert halls, some of the expressions
of secular music were also used in
gospel performances. Gospel choirs
and soloists began to intentionally
use movement to give a visual
uniformity to the performance.
African music almost always used
movement or group choreography
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in order to emphasize the text of a
song or help to make the song’s story
clearer to the listener. Gospel music
is one of many genres of Black music
that grew out of musical traditions
developed by Africans here on
American soil. It is important to note
that gospel music is not the same as
show choir and any choreography
used should only support the
singing and not become a show of its
own.
Gospel artists that influenced Keith
Hampton
Yolanda Adams
A soloist with a beautiful sound that can
be characterized as strong and rich. She
seamlessly mixes jazz, pop, hip-hop, and
rap musical elements with traditional
gospel styles.
Glenn Burleigh
An anointed composer and pianist
who composed music that was classical
in its musical forms, yet totally influenced
by the worship music and styles of the
Black church. He almost always quotes
the Bible verbatim in his compositions.
Mr. Burleigh wrote classical, spirituals,
traditional gospel, and praise and worship
songs. He always wanted to hear the choir
and the text clearly above any instrumental
accompaniment.
Kurt Carr
Wonderful blend of traditional gospel
styles along with musical elements found
in jazz, R & B, and blues musical elements.
James Cleveland
Traditional gospel with sparse
accompaniment. Brought the influences
of hard driving gospel, jazz, and pop into
arrangements for mass choirs. Was the first
to record his gospel albums with a live
audience.
Kirk Franklin
One of the leaders of Urban Contemporary
gospel style that uses pop, hip-hop, and
rap styles primarily in an effort to spread

the gospel of Jesus Christ to young
audiences. Mr. Franklin often collaborates
with mainstream secular artists in his
projects.
John P. Kee
Mixes traditional gospel and contemporary
gospel styles. The precision of his choir
and band provide excitement and energy
to his gospel arrangements.
Donald Lawrence
Classically trained, gospel compositions
are characterized as self-ministering
because many of the texts deal with
restoration of personal losses, healing, and
self-encouragement.
Mississippi Mass Choir
Large choir with over 200 voices was
influential in the development of a gospel
sound that used a traditional style of
gospel singing based on hymns and
songs often heard in Black churches and
communities.
Richard Smallwood
Classically trained pianist whose choral
arrangements are more intricate and
complicated than typically heard by gospel
choirs.
Hezekiah Walker
The choir is dominant and primary,
not as dependent on a soloist in gospel
arrangements that focus on saving souls
for Christ.
Submitted by Dr. Keith Hampton,
Dr. KT Productions, Inc., President
(drkeithhampton.com)
Chicago Community Chorus,
Artistic Director/Founder
(chicagocommunitychorus.org)
Hillcrest Baptist Church, Director of Music
Ministry
IL-ACDA Multicultural Music R and S
Chair
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“Your understanding of our choir students’ needs
and your readiness to attend to even the smallest
detail make student group travel a breeze!”
Beth O’Riordan and Frank Piekarz,
Choir Directors,
Downers Grove North High School

Glenn Williams, Music Department Chair,
Downers Grove South High School

Todd Rogers

Brayer Teague,
Music Department
Chair, Downers Grove
North High School

Tami Rogers

Over 30 years
and thousands of trips,

Bob Rogers Travel has learned that
where you travel with your students
isn’t as important as what they’ll bring
back – eye-opening experiences and
life-changing memories. We’ll welcome
you into our family and personalize every
detail to ensure that your students return
with much more than they packed,
whether they travel across the state or
around the world.

Call us today.
Together, we’ll create the moments
that influence your students’ lives.

800-373-1423 or
info@bobrogerstravel.com

Official Sponsor of

bobrogerstravel.com

BRT-Ad-ACDA-FullPg-Color.indd 1
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Nominations for the Illinois-ACDA Harold Decker Award
Harold Decker was the Chair of
the Choral Division of the School
of Music at the University of
Illinois from 1957 to 1981. He was a
charter member and past president
of ACDA. In 1979, the Illinois
Chapter of ACDA chose to institute
the Harold Decker Award, with
Dr. Decker being the ﬁrst recipient.
The award is given “in recognition
of the signiﬁcant contribution made
to the lives of innumerable choral
singers, conductors, and audiences
who have been privileged to experience
the ﬁnest in choral music as presented
under his or her direction.”
Requirements of the Harold
Decker Award

1. Quality leadership and service
to the art of choral music.
2. Minimum of 20 years of
leadership in choral music.

3. Minimum of 15 years of choral
service in Illinois.
4. A record of active service in
ACDA.
Process

Any IL-ACDA member may
nominate someone for the Decker
Award by submitting, before
January 20, a letter of nomination,
at least two letters of support,
and biographical information or a
current resume of the candidate.
At the January meet- ing, the ILACDA Board will vote on the
recipient of the Decker Award,
to be awarded at the summer
ReTreat.
Send materials before January 20,
2013 to: Brett Goad, 2526 Ravinia
Lane - Woodridge, Illinois 60517.
Email: rbgoad52@sbcglobal.net
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Harold A. Decker Award
presented by the
Illinois Chapter of the American
Choral Directors Association
In recognition and appreciation of
the signiﬁcant contribution made
to the lives of innumerable choral
singers, conductors, and audiences
who have been privileged to
experience the ﬁnest of choral
music as presented under his/
her direction. The Illinois Chapter
of the American Choral Directors
Association hereby presents the
Harold A. Decker Award to:
Harold A. Decker
University of Illinois
Sten Halvorson
Aurora High School
Colleen Kirk
University of Illinois/
Florida State University
Walter Rodby
Joliet/Homewood-Flossmoor
High Schools
Leonard Van Camp
Southern Illinois University,
Edwardsville
John Maharg
Eastern Illinois University
John Davis
Bradley University
Richard Hofﬂand
Millikin University
Elvis Coble—1988
Homewood-Flossmoor
High School
Frederick Swanson—1989
Moline Boys Choir
William Schnell—1990
Glenbrook South High School
Margaret Hillis- -1991
Chicago Symphony Chorus
Judy Marderosian—1992
York High School

Ronald Benner—1992
West Chicago High School
James Wilson—1993
Greenville College
Robert Snyder—1994
Eastern Illinois University
Elwood Smith—1995
Northern Illinois University
William Olson
University of Illinois
Mary Selk—1998
Bloomington High School
Dennis Sparger—1998
Belleville Community College
Bob Hills—1999
Eastern & Western
Illinois Universities
Richard Grifﬁths—2000
Monmouth College
Diane Hires—2001
Downers Grove South High School
Janet Watkins—2002
Mahomet-Seymour HS
Chester Alwes—2004
University of Illinois
Donald Armstrong—2005
Illinois State University
Robert A. Boyd—2006
Lyons Township High School
Doreen Rao—2007
Glen Ellyn Childrenʼs Chorus/
Roosevelt University
John DeGroot—2008
Waubonsie Valley High School
Calvin Hedegaard—2009
Moline High School
Joe Grant - 2010
University of Illinois
Judy Moe - 2011
Glenbrook North HS
John Jost - 2012
Bradley University
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Letter from the Editor
Happy New Year friends! I am
very pleased to unveil the newest
issue of the Podium complete
with a brand new look. It has
been my pleasure to work with
Bethany Main through this process
to create a new, cleaner and
more professional look for our
newsletter. If you attended the
fall conference, Voices from the
Prairieland, you have already seen
some of her work for the publicity
and programs for the conference. I
am thrilled to be able to offer our
readers this updated format.
If you attended the fall conference
at North Central College, I think
you will agree that we were all
treated to a great time of learning,
encouragement, fellowship, and
listening enjoyment. I know I

always come away from these
experiences refreshed and
energized. Sharing ideas with
colleagues who understand what
we do and experience the same
struggles and joys is an essential
part of professional development.
Attending a conference is also a
great way to network and develop
relationships with people who
can help you and be a source of
encouragement. In this profession,
there are so many demands. It is
easy to get bogged down in our
responsibilities and fail to get out
and take time for ourselves to
grow. In order to avoid burnout,
it is important to continue to learn
and grow and find joy in the daily
work that we do. If you missed
the fall conference and are looking

for a conference to attend, consider
the upcoming National Conference
in Dallas. It promises to be a
wonderful time of singing and
learning.
As you look through the pages of
this edition of the Podium I hope
that you will find encouragement
and new ideas to help you in
your pursuit of your craft. As
always if you have suggestions
or ideas for how we can improve
this publication for your benefit,
please don’t hesitate to contact me.
I wish you all a wonderful and
productive New Year!
Best Regards,
Andy Jeffrey, Podium Editor
andrew_jeffrey@glenbard.org

The Conductor’s Podium is the official publication of the Illinois chapter of the
American Choral Directors Association. It is published three times a year, using the following deadlines.
Fall issue: Copy deadline August 15
Winter Issue: Copy deadline December 15
Spring issue: Copy deadline March 15

Send all written materials to Andy Jeffrey at andrew_jeffrey@glenbard.org
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